Hands-free door-entry phone with electronic call, call volume adjustment, privacy
service, loudspeaker volume adjustment and conversation privacy. Fitted as standard
with 3 buttons for audio operation, with audio active indicator LED, lock-release
command and command for actuator Art. 1256. The buttons can be configured differently
for switchboard call and actuator functions. Allows floor door call and call repetition
management. Complete with dip-switch with 8 positions for selection of the desired
user code. Door-entry phone for use in mixed audio/video Simplebus 1 and Simplebus
2 systems or in Simplebus KITS. Intercom function (to devices with the same address)
in kit and Simplebustop systems. Fitted with distribution terminal art. 1214/2C. It is
compatible with all SBTOP functions and products. Allows direct intercommunication
between users with the same address (without the aid of an interface or porter
switchboard), separate call to main switchboard, secondary switchboard and guardian
door-entry phone. Colour: white. Dimensions: 90x160x28 mm.
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Versions

6228W EASYCOM ALL WHITE HANDS-FREE DOOR-ENTRY PHONE

Easycom

6228B EASYCOM ABSOLUTE BLACK HANDS-FREE DOOR-ENTRY PHONE

Hands-free door-entry phone with electronic call, call volume adjustment, privacy
service, loudspeaker volume adjustment and conversation privacy. Fitted as standard
with 3 buttons for audio operation, with audio active indicator LED, lock-release
command and command for actuator Art. 1256. The buttons can be configured differently
for switchboard call and actuator functions. Allows floor door call and call repetition
management. Complete with dip-switch with 8 positions for selection of the desired
user code. Door-entry phone for use in mixed audio/video Simplebus 1 and Simplebus
2 systems or in Simplebus KITS. Intercom function (to devices with the same address)
in kit and Simplebustop systems. Fitted with distribution terminal art. 1214/2C. It is
compatible with all SBTOP functions and products. Allows direct intercommunication
between users with the same address (without the aid of an interface or porter
switchboard), separate call to main switchboard, secondary switchboard and guardian
door-entry phone. Colour: black. Dimensions: 90x160x28 mm.

Three responses to the need for convenience.

The basic model, featuring full visit management functionality, is also available as
an integrated VIP variant with a further five customisable commands; this model
can be connected to the Comelit ViP (Internet Protocol) system for simultaneous
intercommunication, multiconversation, transmission of alarm signals to the
porter switchboard, transferral of visit messages to a PC or telephone and call
melody adjustment. The third version features Magnetic Induction (T-COIL) and is
designed for anyone with hearing problems: Easycom uses this function to transmit
audio signals to the hearing aid and to amplify voice communication (T-COIL).
6228WBM EASYCOM ALL WHITE HANDS-FREE DOOR-ENTRY
PHONE, MAGNETIC INDUCTION VERSION
6228BBM EASYCOM ABSOLUTE BLACK HANDS-FREE DOOR-ENTRY
PHONE, MAGNETIC INDUCTION VERSION
6203W EASYCOM ALL WHITE HANDS-FREE DOOR-ENTRY PHONE
WITH 8 BUTTONS FOR VIP SYSTEM
6203B EASYCOM ABSOLUTE BLACK HANDS-FREE DOOR-ENTRY
PHONE WITH 8 BUTTONS FOR VIP SYSTEM

Easycom
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Take it Easy.
cod.
2G31000123

Easycom

For a trendy lifestyle in every domestic environment.
Functionality in its most evolved form. Easycom offers all the functions you need for convenient
and quick hands-free communication. With just a few controls, you can respond to visitors, open
doors or gates, adjust audio and ringtone volume, and avoid unwanted disturbances by using
the privacy key, which disables the call ringtone.

Easycom

Furthermore, Easycom offers various programmable functions such as the switchboard call,
intercom, secondary opening and driveway gate options or even light activation in communal
areas.

Simple, functional, technological.
The Easycom wall-mounted door-entry phone
from Comelit is a highly-evolved product, as
it occupies a minimal amount of space and is
easy to use. Its linear shape, positioned vertically, means the appliance can even be installed
in areas where space is limited; both white and
black versions feature an elegant silver frame,
integrating perfectly into any domestic environment, while the blue backlighting effect behind the keys gives the product a modern feel.
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